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MOSE: Measures for the safeguarding of Venice and the Lagoon
Malamocco inlet - an abutment caisson being towed to its final site

Mont Blanc - Helbronner Peak (3.462m)
The new cable car

AGISCO is a consulting and servicing company advance their technological knowledge with
operating in the field of Civil Engineering since contribution from their highly qualified team
its foundation dating back February 25th, 1986.
specialised in the design and development of
ad hoc electronic sensors and circuitry, data
For thirty years AGISCO has developed many
acquisition and transmission units, tailored softadvanced techniques offering their Clients new
ware, and creation of web-sites one unique to
cutting-edge solutions. Specifically AGISCO has
each project.
specialised in the output of highly reliable data
produced by a variety of measuring instruments Research work represents a significant percentdisplayed in a manner appropriate to type and age of AGISCO’s turnover averaging about 5%
usage.
per year.
AGISCO Group relies on a team of highly skilled
personnel and independent experts in complementary fields able to examine all facets of a
problem and propose technically appropriate,
money-saving solutions:

The requirement for servicing international projects across the world led to AGISCO in developing ultra-high quality systems offering exceptional standards of accuracy and reliability
over significant time scales (many years).

 examine the Client’s needs

Such expertise in data monitoring is the result of
vast experience garnered in the field of dam
control, where instruments need to be reliable,
accurate and operational over several decades.

 work out a solution with alternate options
 develop the appropriate system
 install and start the system
 read and collect the system’s information

In addition to their special sensing elements,
friendly format on specific web-sites for con- AGISCO offers a new line of advanced data
acquisition and transmission units. These allow
tinuous real time information on any project.
the development of high-level digital systems,
AGISCO has developed, since its inception, an totally wireless, with extremely low power where
internal research department to enhance and high consumption may be a constraint.
 create data processing and layout in a user-

Strengths
AGISCO’s mission is to develop advanced,
custom-made turnkey solutions.
These are obtained after an in-depth examination of the key issues highlighted in the preliminary project proposal.
AGISCO takes care of the entire production
cycle including site installation and system’s
start-up, thus safeguarding the Client against
malfunction and misconfiguration.
Hardware and software are developed exclusively by AGISCO’s personnel employing selfmade electronic devices and data acquisition
units or, where available, ready-made components to create the optimal system.

“Leonardo’s carousel”
Revolving system specifically developed for the realisation of
submarine profile-meters

 Low modulus strain sensors for special uses

For example:

on reinforcing strips of flexible materials.
 Advanced Laser Pointing System (ALPS). It is
an optical device detecting and measuring
contemporarily displacements and rotations
of specific points of a structure. The system’s
sensitivity is similar to a plumb line’s of several tens of meters, but with no wire.

 Profile meter. An hydraulic sealed-circuit to

 Radio Differential Path Recognition (DIPAR)

measure level differences along foundations for onshore and offshore surfaces
down to significant depths. It is used in
ports, piers, or close to oil rigs (as in the
case of ENI) or gas and hydrocarbon extracting equipment.

System takes automatic readings of strains
and displacements occurring to structures
on a horizontal plane. This device is designed for tunnels where currently such
measurements are unobtainable within a
limited budget.
 Automatic Measuring System for bridges, viaducts and railways lines with special tilt
sensors and tailored software specifically
developed to output the deformation curve
(with accuracy within 0.1mm) during the
structural tests.

For this reason AGISCO has developed an advanced range of high quality, reliable components, unique to AGISCO, either patented or
patent pending.

 Single/dual/tri-axial waterproof contactless
joint meters: direct measurement over the
three axes without compensation.

 High-sensitivity electro-levels with excellent
performance, automatic self-compensation for linearity, zero-drift and gain as a
function of temperature.

 Extenso/inclinometer: automatic measuring
systems for settlements and rotations both
installed in a unique borehole.

 Oscillating vessel flow meter for special uses e.g. in dams.

 Mechanical deformation measuring devices to be applied to direct and inverted
pendulums for automatic thermal compensation.

 Long-base extensometer for deep subsur-

face uses (down to 500/1000 metres or more) for detection and control of subsidence
generated by oil or gas extraction. ENI is using these devices intensively, close to their
extracting sites.
 Automatic measuring system for axial displacement detection along vertical and
horizontal conduits, occurring in embankments, dams, tunnel faces, etc.
 Mechanical manually-reclosing

ters with digital electrical output.

joint-me-

 High performance telecoordinometers at a

significantly lower cost than currently available on the international market. A threeaxes model is also available.
 Traditional long and short (2 metre) direct or

inverted plumb-lines.
 Direct or inverted optical plumb-lines both

vertical and inclined.
 Dynamic tests on structures affected by lo-

cally induces vibrations.
 Special electrical and hydraulic cables de-

signed and developed by AGISCO.
 Design and development of underwater de-

vices such as:
 Long-range displacement sensors
 Submarine

concrete surfaces profile-

meters
 Huge vibro-compacting machines (150

Abyssal magnetometer

magnetometer for measurements up to 4000 m of depth.

AGISCO has conceived their measuring equipment as modular units. This means that they
can meet any measuring requirement regarding accuracy, velocity, consumption and,
most important, reliability.

Significant efforts are being made to digitise
output from all of AGISCO’s sensor. By so doing
a good deal of peripheral data acquisition
units would become redundant with consequential savings and increased reliability.

AGISCO’s latest data acquisition system is the
QuickREAD for reading and managing different types of electrical outputs: voltage, current, temperature, resistance, strain gauges,
load cells and many others.

tons of force produced) for seabed
compaction up to even 500 m of depth
 Abyssal

In practice every analogical sensor is read
with the utmost accuracy possible.
The QuickREAD’s strength consists of its modularity and versatility in reading any device. In
fact monitoring systems may often be constrained by the installation environment, need
a special power source or be inserted in a preexisting communication network.
A simplified diagram of the basic elements
that may be combined together to form a
new data acquisition unit is shown on the following page.
The core of the unit are the elements in red
called QuickREAD. They can be combined in
a cascade of up to 32 modules.
Underwater vibro-compacting machine

By a simple Ethernet-type cable the QuickREAD can be spread out along a one km line
so to approach the sensors.

Depending on the data processing required a
specific ad hoc app can be tailored to different platforms, e.g. Windows and Linux, and

Effects are immediate: less noise along the
measuring line and extraordinary reduction of
wiring.

can be integrated into most common relational data-bases.

Systems with 2, 6, 16 or multiple channels can
be combined arbitrarily.
The unit can be interfaced to a Windows or
Linux PC by means of a serial converter or to a
low-power Linux embedded PC. It can even
be read, and data stored on a SD card, by a
ONE R3 Arduino. Storage capacity is no longer
an hindrance thanks to solid-state memories.
Communication is secure and flexible thanks
to interchangeable modules allowing the data unit to be inserted in pre-existing networks
(Ethernet or Wi-Fi nets for example) or chose
the best network depending on its location.

The software produces real-time 3-D renderings of structures during monitoring with the diagrams based on measurements taken via
AGISCO’s instrumentation network.
In this context AGISCO has developed an exclusive piece of software for the Italian Ministry
of Infrastructures, a specific software to simulate the behaviour of reservoirs when affected
by a flood wave complying with requirements
from the ministry.

The available communication systems are: serial lines, Ethernet, Wi-Fi, Zigbee or by means of
GPRS/UMTS/LTE modem/router.
Communication takes place on MODBUS RTU
protocol: data are secured by Cyclic Redundancy Checks (CRC) and acquisition units
may even be connected to Windows PC or
Linux, Arduino boards or directly to Programmable Logic Controller (PLC).

Automatic control in real time of an abutment caisson
during installation operations
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